Abstract: Epilepsy is defined as seizures which happen due to disorder in brain functionality. It is certain kind of seizures which effect patient in more than twice in a day when patient loss its senses completely or partially for a short duration. Mostly people affected from epilepsy live in less developed or developing countries. Diagnosis of epilepsy at early stages is quite useful for better treatment of patients. Normal method of diagnosing epilepsy is to admit the patient into hospital and by viewing its EEG recordings. This method is not useful as this include viewing of EEG signals for many hours. In our paper, we propose an algorithm by using which we are able to predict epileptic seizure. There are three states of seizure that include pre-ictal state which is before the start of seizure, another is ictal state during which seizure is happening and there is also a post-ictal state which is after seizure. We have proposed an algorithm by using which we can predict seizure of affected patient i.e; pre-ictal state. We have applied our algorithm on publically available EEG dataset and it has been observed that average pre-ictal time is 34 minutes. It means that we are able to predict epilepsy 34 minutes on average before it actually starts. In this way, there is a sufficient time for medical specialists to start medication in order to avoid seizure. We have also classified the EEG data of patients during ictal state and it has been observed that true positive rate (TPR) is 88.90%.
Introduction
Epilepsy [1] is a disease in which patients undergoes seizures caused due to brain functionality disorder. Mostly affected people from this disease belongs to developing countries and children under 15 year of age are in greater percentage. There is no method devised to control seizures, however early diagnosis of epilepsy can help in controlling this problem. Major causes of epilepsy are still unknown. Normally, it is diagnosed in such a way that the patient affected from it is admitted to the hospital and EEG of patient is recorded for many hours sometimes for whole night. These recording are observed and on the basis of these recording doctor diagnoses whether patient is having epilepsy or not. This method of diagnosing epilepsy is not efficient as it requires long wait of admitting and recording EEG of patient. There are several other methods which uses EEG signals to diagnose epilepsy.
Epileptic seizures [2] can cause temporary loss of consciousness, body movements can be violent and repeated jerks that can increase injury risks. One of the most danger aspect of epileptic seizure is that they are not predictable that can limit patient's activities and can disturb their normal routine tasks badly. Surgery and medication are the two common ways of treatments of such patients. However, these treatments provide satisfactory results in around 70% of the patients whereas 30% patients could not get control over seizures [3] . In many cases surgery is not possible as there is problem locating the cause of epilepsy in a specific area of brain. From this we can conclude that these methods are not as reliable as we need. Therefore, a reliable method of controlling these seizures will be predicting of seizures before they actually happen.
Another important state of epilepsy from EEG is ictal state during which epilepsy takes place. Our task is to predict the pre-ictal state [4] and also detect the ictal state of epilepsy. There are many studies of research that has aimed to determine the pre-ictal time on the basis of EEG. However only few have proposed any reliable methods for determining the pre-ictal state. Ictal state can be detected by classification of seizure [5] data with non-seizure data.
Several features from EEG signals of patients are extracted and then these features are used to train a classifier. Upon testing this classifier gives results whether the patient is affected from epilepsy or not. There can be several classifiers which can be used for classification of EEG signals for epilepsy detection which includes nearest neighbor classifier, k-nearest neighbor classifier, naï ve Bayes classifier, support vector machine and artificial neural networks etc.
Existing Methods for Prediction of Epilepsy
In [6] , authors have computed pre-ictal time in EEG datasets for epilepsy. They have computed histogram of different intervals of EEG epochs. Then observations of last 5 minutes are compared with reference data of both pre-ictal and inter-ictal states. Similarity and dissimilarity indexes are measured on the basis of Gaussian Mixture model. A specific threshold is set for every patient after combining this similarity and dissimilarity indexes into a single combined index. This threshold measures the pre-ictal state of the patient affected from seizure. They have computed that epilepsy can be predicted by using this threshold based method with the help of Gaussian mixture model with time of 22.5 minutes before the start of ictal state of seizure. They have also classified EEG data into seizure and normal data with the sensitivity of 88.34%. These results are based on their algorithm applied on dataset of 20 patients with 86 seizures.
In [7] , authors have proposed an algorithm from invasive EEG datasets. Their algorithm is known as Advance seizure prediction via preictal re-labelling. This algorithm has predicted seizure 1 to 20 minutes before start of ictal state.
The Dataset
We have used CHB-MIT [8] datasets of EEG recording of epilepsy patients which is publically available dataset from physionet.org. It is a 23 channels EEG dataset which consists of EEG recordings of 24 patients. The data is available in edf (European data format) format. The data is samples at the rate of 256 Hz. We have considered only those sessions that have seizures.
Univariate Features
EEG dataset consists of 23 channels and recordings of 24 hours of each patient which is samples at 256 Hz. We have extracted several univariate features from above mentioned dataset that includes maximum value, variance, skewness, inter quartile relation, standard deviation, mean absolute deviation, mutual information, entropy [9] , percentile, kurtosis and Hjorth parameter including complexity and mobility. Some features are used for predicting pre-ictal states that include kurtosis, skewness, variance and Hjorth parameters [10] mobility and complexity. Whereas, rest of the features have been used to detect ictal state [11] or classification between seizure and non-seizure EEG data.
Dataset is in edf format; therefore, we have converted it into mat files by using edfread [12] function of MATLAB. As the data is samples at 256 Hz, we have not divided the data into seconds instead we have divided data into frames of 1000 and 2000 data points which are approximately equal to 4 and 8 seconds.
We have used 1000 frame length in order to detect ictal state whereas 2000 frame length for predicting pre-ictal state.
Proposed Method for Prediction of Epileptic Seizures
We have proposed an efficient method of predicting epileptic seizures. In our proposed algorithm we have calculated pre-ictal state which is the state before the onset of seizure in EEG data. We have extracted various univariate features including kurtosis, variance, skewness, Hjorth parameters including complexity and mobility. It has been observed that values of kurtosis increases during the pre-ictal state whereas variance decreases during pre-ictal state. Other parameters like skewness, mobility and complexity also increases during this state. We have applied threshold on these features and based on the results of this thresholding we have detected the start of pre-ictal state in the patient's EEG recordings.
It has been observed that by using above mentioned features we are able to predict seizure in EEG data 33.9 minutes prior to start of ictal state of seizure. It means that there is a sufficient time of pre-ictal state for start of medication in order to avoid the seizure.
Classifiers for Detecting Ictal State

Naï ve Bayes Classifier
Any kind of classifier is a function which maps feature vector to class labels as output. Its output is just a label which represents class of that feature vector of test sample. Naï ve Bayes classifier [13] assumes that all features are independent conditionally. Normally, features are not independent as they might have dependency but still this classifier provides a best fit classification model. Naï ve Bayes classifier uses conditional probability and Bayes theorem assuming that all features are independent. By using Bayes theorem, we can formulate the following:
If j C is the class and x is the feature, then we can also write the posterior in the form of following expression.
(2) Posterior probability of independent features is computed by using above expression which is known as Naï ve Bayes classifier. Every time a test sample comes, it is assigned label of that class for which its posterior is greater.
K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier
Nearest neighbor classifier [14] is a classifier which computes distance of test features from training class features and on the basis of shortest distance it assigns label of that class to new test sample. This classifier works well but there is problem if test sample is an outlier then there is a possibility that it is misclassified. In order to solve this problem, k-nearest neighbor classifier is designed which computes distance of test sample features with k nearest samples of training class and on the basis of majority votes it assigns class label to test sample. Values of K may be odd values starting from 1. If value of k is set to 1 then it becomes simple nearest neighbor classifier. It uses simple Euclidean distance for computing distance of
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Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVM) [15] is classifier is s supervised learning classifier. It forms higher dimensions planes or hyper planes of features to form a best fit model. SVM can form linear as well as non-linear models. If linear models are used then mapping of features of finite dimensions into higher dimension make these features separable. Originally, it was designed as linear classifier but later it was modified to make it as non-linear classifier as well. SVM can be used as non-linear classifier which forms a model with non-linear boundaries by using kernel. These kernels include, Polynomial, radial basis Gaussian, multilayer perceptron and quadratic. If polynomial kernel is used then by default its order is set to 3, however its order can be changed. Similarly if radial basis Gaussian (rbf) [16] or multilayer perceptron (mlp) [17] is used as kernel then sigma value of rbf or parameters values of mlp can be changed.
Classification for Ictal State
We propose also proposed an algorithm for detecting ictal state where seizure actually occurs. In this algorithm, features are extracted from EEG data and labels are assigned to seizure affected EEG data and non-seizure data. Seizure data is assigned label 1 whereas non-seizure data is assigned label 0. EEG dataset is available in edf format. Edfread function is used to read edf files in matlab. This results in .mat files of EEG data. Data consists of 23 channels and 921000 records. We divide this data into chunks of 1000. Several features such as mean, minimum point value, standard deviation, entropy, inter quartile range, kurtosis and mean absolute deviation are extracted from publically available dataset on pyshionet.org. Flow diagram of proposed algorithm is shown in following figure. Our dataset includes data of 24 patients with seizures in different intervals. EEG of patients is recorded and is stored in edf format. In the first step, edfread function is used in order to read edf files into matlab. Matlab will return mat files which are further used for processing. mat files of EEG recordings include 23 channels. Data is split into chunks of 1000 where each chunk having 23 channels. Seven features are extracted from these chunks of data for all 23 channels. This will return 1x161 feature vector.
Once features are extracted, they are trained by using k-nearest neighbor classifier with different values of k from 1 to 20. K-nearest neighbor classifier gives maximum accuracy and true positive rate at k=3. Similarly, features are trained using Naï ve Bayes classifier and Support vector machines. For k-nearest neighbor data is shuffled, trained and then tested by using leave one out cross validation. In case of naï ve Bayes also leave one out cross validation is used and testing accuracy is computed for every fold. Support vector machine is also trained and tested using leave one out cross validation. Radial basis Gaussian function (rbf) is used as kernel for support vector machine in order to get non-linear decision boundary. Sigma value for rbf is set to 24. We have performed leave one out cross validation because we have very small data of class 1 objects. Therefore, we cannot apply k-fold cross validation.
Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for all classifier k-nearest neighbor, Naï ve Bayes and Support vector machines are computed. Comparison bars are plotted for all three classifiers.
Results
It has been observed that pre-ictal time for prediction of epileptic seizure is 33.9 minutes which is far better than observed by using existing methods. Five univariate features have been used for prediction of seizure. Our prediction algorithm provides sufficient time for the medication of affected patients in order to avoid the seizure. We have also detected ictal time by classifying the EEG data with the help of three classifiers. We have used seven features that are fed into three different classifiers in order to determine whether seizure occurred or not. It has been observed that support vector machines (SVM) performs better among three classifiers k-nearest neighbor, naï ve Bayes and support vector machines. Accuracy of SVM has been 97.07% with the true positive rate of 88.89%. Table 1 gives comparison of accuracy and sensitivity among three classifiers. Fig. 1 graphically represents performance measures of three classifiers for the detection of ictal state of Epilepsy in EEG data showing the superior performance of the proposed method. 
Conclusion
It has been concluded that by using our proposed algorithm for prediction of epileptic seizure provides sufficient time on average around 33.9 minutes prior to start of ictal state of seizure in EEG data. This pre-ictal time is quite useful in a way that medication can be provided to patient that can avoid seizure and it helps the patient to continue daily tasks and routines. Moreover, it can also avoid loss of consciousness that can reduce the risk of injury involved due to non-consciousness. Ictal state is also detected by classification that can help in surgical treatments of patients.
